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Deep Mapping 

 

For your second prompt, you will explore, research, and write a “deep map.” A deep map is, at its 

simplest, a process of discovery through which one explores a place, site, or 

phenomenon through multiple perspectives. That is, deep maps “map” the cultural, political, 

historical, social, folkloric, geographical, and human elements of a single place, landmark, site, or 

corner of the earth. Thompson maps a phenomenon, or a subculture, at any rate, in Hell’s Angels; 

as we’ll see, Heat Moon also constructs lush, rich deep maps of the “blue highways” of the American 

landscape. Even Klosterman has a “target.” (What is it?) Your first task will be to pick your site, and 

this is not a decision you should take lightly.  

This place can be natural or built by human hands, a mound of dirt or an iPhone 5s; it can be small 

or large, it can be obscure or well known. Your job is to make it interesting, to map not only the 

obvious topographical surfaces (i.e., the physical features, the “look,” the surface), but to explore all 

of its multi-dimensionality: its history, its context, and its traces on people and vice versa.   

For example, let’s say you are intrigued by the history of a particular building in Kokomo or a 

farmhouse in the fields surrounding it. You might begin your mapping process by learning about the 

history of this building or house—when was it built? Who has lived there over the years? What role 

has it played in the history of the town? Then, depending on how brave you feel, you might arrange 

to chat with the current owners (a la Thompson or Heat Moon) to get a sense of their connection to 

the place. From there, who really knows where—or how deep—your map of this house or building 

might go? 

There are few hard-and-fast requirements for this essay. The workshop draft should be at least four 

pages or 1,000 words (and it can be somewhat longer), and I do expect you to use at least 4 

sources (books, articles, interviews, archival materials, deeds, etc.) in the course of mapping your 

place, space, landmark, house, storefront, etc.   

You should also think carefully about (a) the point of the deep map—that is, what are you trying to 

accomplish? What features of this place are you trying to alert us to? What hidden gem of a thing 

are you interested in detailing for us about this small(ish) Indiana town? and (b) what larger 

“force”—be it historical, political, cultural, social, economic, etc.—can you connect it to.   

Finally, a word about style—I want you to self-consciously write this essay in the style of either 

Thompson or Heat Moon. That is, I want you to consciously mimic and imitate the turns of phrase, 

the dialogue, the jokes, and anything else you can identify about these writers’ styles in your own 

essay. Each of you is developing your own voice as a writer, of course, and for this essay, I want 

you to really try to imitate that of another writer and another personae to continue to develop that 

voice. (Practice being someone else for a while to better become yourself, in other words.)   

Good luck!  


